
 
 

 

 

PROJECT MANAGER FOR SMARTER GRIDS 
 

Smart grid project manager for international collaborative projects dedicated 
to energy transition managing the implementation of data analytics solution  

 

Who we are: 
Odit-e is an innovative start up whose aim is to deliver software’s able to improve reliability, 
energy efficiency and renewable energy integration within electrical distribution grids. This 
solution is based on exploitation and analytics of smart meter data. Odit-e smart grid 
solution research and development team is located in Meylan, France whereas a 
commercial entity has been created in Barcelona, Spain. 
 
Odit-e was awarded by ADEME, the European Commission, the “Direction Générale du 
Trésor” with international projects involving academic, public, and industrial stakeholders 
committed to solve the energy transition challenges. Odit-e contribution consists in an 
innovative solution based on machine learning algorithms, able to digitize and manage the 
distribution grid enabling more renewable hosting capacity and a better quality of supply. 
 

Position and mission: 
The project manager will have the following duties: 
 

1. Project management of awarded project between 200k€ and 1 M€: 
a. Represent Odit-e within the consortium meetings in order to highlight and to 

secure the ability of the Company to deliver what is required 
b. Use cases definition 
c. Task organization within the company 
d. Deliverables, time and budget to secure the awarded funding with 

appropriate reporting method 
e. External communication and promotion 

2. Orient R&D, marketing, business & strategy according to customers’ requirements, 
state-of-art, regulation, standardization, new business models and opportunities 
available in multidisciplinary projects 

3. Contribute to initiate business opportunities with projects’ partners 
 
 
The future project manager will be located in Meylan, France, under responsibility of the 
Operation Director. 
 



Incubateur de startups d’Inovallée • le TARMAC 
29 chemin du Vieux chêne • 38240 Meylan, France  
+33 (0)4 56 09 98 48 • contact@odit-e.com   

Required profile: 
1. Strong motivation for sustainable development and energy transition with 3 years’ 

experience in project management (H2020 funding experience is a plus) 
2. Specialization in electric distribution, IT development and knowledge of artificial 

intelligence  
3. Availability to travel occasionally depending on consortium agendas (mainly 

Europe) 
4. Cross cultural interaction with excellent oral and writing skills both in French and 

English, a third language is a plus. 
5. Entrepreneurship spirit and obviously, the motivation to work in a startup 

environment is essential: small team, quick feedbacks on designed solutions, and 
more autonomy / responsibilities. 

 
Would you like to take part to the adventure of a young startup, while being an actor of 
the energy transition? Contact us! 
 

To apply: 
Send resume and motivation letter to contact@odit-e.com 
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